Food Regime of Commercial Juvenile *Johnius bleangerii* and *Pennahia Macrophthalmus* Fishes in the Coastal Waters of Khuzestan
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Abstract

This survey is conducted to study diets and some feeding indices of dominant and commercial Juvenile *Johnius bleangerii* and *Pennahia macrophthalmus* species in Khuzestan coastal waters. The stomach contents of 87 *Johnius bleangerii* and 75 *Pennahia macrophthalmus* individuals were analyzed and captured by shrimp trawl net every month in main fishing areas of Khuzestan province from March 2006 to December 2007. The stomach contents of 87 individuals juvenile *Johnius bleangerii* were analyzed out of which 26.4% were empty and 73.6% had food items and For 75 individual’s juvenile *Pennahia macrophthalmus* 30.6% were empty and 69.4% had food items. The results of vacuity index for juvenile *Johnius bleangerii* showed the highest value and lowest value of Feeding Intensity index in December and the lowest value of vacuity index and highest value of Feeding Intensity in September and August. The results of vacuity index for juvenile *Pennahia macrophthalmus* showed the highest value and lowest value of Feeding Intensity index in November, December and April and the lowest value of vacuity index and highest value of Feeding Intensity in September. The result showed that Crustacean, Fish, Shrimp, Brachyuran and Bryozoans are the main food sources for juvenile *bleangerii* *Johnius* and for juvenile *Pennahia macrophthalmus* fish, shrimp, Brachyuran and Algae are the main food sources.
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